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Working with Farr Yacht Design and Nauta Design, Southern 
Wind Shipyard built Farfalla for long-range expeditions. Farfalla 
is the third yacht in Southern Wind’s SW102 series. While she 
has a similar appearance to her sister yachts, Almagores II and 
Hevea, Farfalla also has several features that make her a unique 
boat capable of long, comfortable cruises around the world.

Life Aboard Farfalla 

Unlike her SW102 sisters, Farfalla has a raised saloon that’s 
wider than the recessed saloons of Hevea and Almagores II. 
This offers guests plenty of room for socializing and relaxing 
on board. Having a raised saloon also makes the 270-degree 
panoramic coachroof windows more effective. They let light 
pour into the space while giving guests an opportunity to view 
the surrounding ocean without going above deck. That’s a great 
way to satisfy curiosity and keep track of the yacht’s journey.
The saloon has a dining table that sits up to ten people. Other 
guests can relax on the saloon’s built-in couches. These 
features make the saloon the social center of Farfalla. The 
owner and his guests can enjoy each other’s company in the 
comfortable protection of this spacious saloon.

Despite the  larger saloon, Farfalla has the same light 
displacement as her sisters (65.5 tons), allowing her to travel 
in shallow waters that many yachts cannot pass safely. The 
captain doesn’t have to worry about scraping Farfalla’s bottom 
in shallow waters that would prove impassable for many ships. 
This feature means the owner can travel to practically any 
location in the world’s oceans.

Attaching a kitchen to the saloon creates an open space that 
makes it convenient for guests to retrieve refreshments during 
their stay on the yacht. Owners who enjoy cooking can prepare 
fabulous meals in the fully equipped kitchen. The owner may 
also choose to bring his personal chef so everyone can enjoy 
gourmet cuisine during the trip.

Farfalla has an owner’s cabin that includes a walk-in closet, 
custom furniture, and an opulent ensuite with shower and 
plenty of storage space. Guests can choose between a double 
VIP cabin and two twin cabins. Like the owner’s cabin, guest 
accommodations include ensuites for privacy. 

All sleeping quarters are decorated with a wealth of natural teak 
wood that comes to life in both natural and artificial light. Interior 
designers Nauta Design have paired the teak with creamy 
whites and beiges. These colors make each room feel even 
larger than they are, creating the impression of openness and 
exploration that plays such a key role in yachting.
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Having Fun Above Deck

Farfalla has a beautiful, spacious interior that may tempt some 
guests to spend a lot of time inside. Hopefully, those lucky 
enough to receive invitations from the owner will quickly realize 
that Farfalla’s concepts extend above deck, where guests can 
socialize, bask in the sun, or participate in operating the yacht.

The deck has two refrigerators that keep drinks and snacks cool at 
all times. The versatile guest cockpit has a cool box hidden inside 
a coffee table. Guests relaxing in the cockpit also get to enjoy the 
comfort of cushioned seats and an extendable coffee table.

A diving platform that extends off the deck makes it easy for 
guest to leap into the ocean water and climb back aboard safely 
via an attached ladder. No matter what activities the owner and 
his guests enjoy, Farfalla’s deck offers the perfect location.

Southern Winds wanted Farfalla to offer more above deck 
space than her sister yachts. Creating more useable space 
means the owner can invite more guests to onboard events. 
Instead of expanding the deck’s size, Southern Winds built a 
tender garage that can easily hold a four-meter dinghy. Instead 
of forcing guests to share the deck with a smaller boat, Farfalla 
places the garage underneath the deck. This relatively simple 
addition means that the owner and his guests get to enjoy more 
space on the deck without confronting the disadvantages that 
larger yachts often experience when traveling long distances.

Specifications for Southern Winds Farfalla

Farfalla primarily relies on sails that cover 477 square meters. 
That coverage lets her move confidently even in low winds. 
Thanks to a fuel tank that can carry up to 4,900 liters (1,294 
gallons) and a Cummins engine that produces 305 hp at 
2600 rpm, the captain never has to floating aimlessly on calm 
days. A 2,300-liter tank (607-gallon) holds enough fresh water 
for guests and crewmembers to stay hydrated during their 
excursions, even during warm seasons.

Southern Wind Shipyard has a reputation for building 
excellent yachts with semi-custom featres. The SW102 series 
shows off some of the shipyard’s best work in this area. 
Farfalla currently stands out as the most spacious of her 
sister yachts. That’s something any owner can appreciate. 
With her raised saloon, open deck, and comfortable lodgings, 
Farfalla remains a testament to what determined designers 
can create when they focus on modifying previous designs to 
meet the needs of unique owners.

For further information or to arrange a private visit 
to the yacht at the Monaco Yacht Show 2014 please 
contact NAVIS at enquiries@navisyachts.com so we 
can facilitate your access.
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